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The List  (V.S., Yu.A.)The List  (V.S., Yu.A.)

 Beam-Beam: 
 -lifetime vs helix size 
 -lifetime vs beta* (small sigma_s/beta*) 
 -losses vs dPhi_IP (betatron phase) 
 - coherent BB (excite 1 bunch and watch others) 
 - head On only vs LR only tune scans 

 Instabilities: 
 - longitudinal instability study 
 -e-cloud dEmm/dt vs tune 

 IBS vs vacuum vs noise: 
 -dEmm/dt vs N_p/bunch at 150 and at 980 

 Acceptance at FT/LB on c-orbit (for future use) 
 Space-charge compensation (Giulio)
 DA vs Q':

 - tune scan of losses at 150 vs Q‘; 
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The List (V.L.)The List (V.L.)

1. Operation with 18x18 bunches. It will have reduced 
long range collisions and potentially can yield larger 
tune shifts and luminosity per single collision. 

2. Operation with zero chromaticity and low noise 
transverse damper. It requires investment into 
damper hardware. The present one is not good 
enough. 

3. Why the longitudinal damper is not good enough
4. Instrumentation tests: OTR, ODR, IPM, Schottky
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1. Tune Scan  1. Tune Scan  

 Objective: Understand losses vs Tunes, use for Objective: Understand losses vs Tunes, use for 
benchmarking simulationsbenchmarking simulations

 Study: do Qx Qy tune scan at Collisions; may be Study: do Qx Qy tune scan at Collisions; may be 
with/without Headwith/without Head--OnOn

 Type and Duration: about 4Type and Duration: about 4--8 hours, BOS, mb 8 hours, BOS, mb 
dedicated, need pbarsdedicated, need pbars
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V.S., XLZ, et al

PRSTAB 2005
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2. Lifetime vs Helix size  2. Lifetime vs Helix size  

 Objective: Understand losses Objective: Understand losses vsvs separation, separation, 
other machines have S^5other machines have S^5

 Study: change Helix in Study: change Helix in collisionscollisions, , ((seprationsepration?) ?) 
and see and see effecteffect

 Type and Duration: either ~8 hours dedicated, Type and Duration: either ~8 hours dedicated, 
or in store studies (limited), or at 150 ~4 Hrsor in store studies (limited), or at 150 ~4 Hrs
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R.M., V.S.,

PRSTAB 2005
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3. Confirm Phase Averaging3. Confirm Phase Averaging

 Objective: Confirm that smaller sigma_s/beta* is Objective: Confirm that smaller sigma_s/beta* is 
worseworse

 Study: collide at FT(no LB), beta*=1.5m (instead Study: collide at FT(no LB), beta*=1.5m (instead 
of 0.3m), mb 1x1 bunch? (head on only effect)of 0.3m), mb 1x1 bunch? (head on only effect)

 Type and Duration: either ~4 hours dedicatedType and Duration: either ~4 hours dedicated
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Smaller sigma_s/beta*  

worse lifetime

K.+S.

T.Sen 

Yu.Alexahin
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4. Confirm optimal IP4. Confirm optimal IP--Phase Effect Phase Effect 

 Objective: confirm better lifetime at optimum Objective: confirm better lifetime at optimum 
dPhi_IPsdPhi_IPs

 Study: change optics, then collide, mb 1x1 Study: change optics, then collide, mb 1x1 
bunch? bunch? 

 Type and Duration: ~2Type and Duration: ~2--4 hours dedicated to 4 hours dedicated to 
tuneup optics; then normal store; then returntuneup optics; then normal store; then return
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CDF and D0 betatron phase difference 

should strongly affect the lifetime; current 

dPhi can be varied, is not far from optimum 

Yu.Alexahin
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5. Coherent Beam5. Coherent Beam--beam Effect beam Effect 

 Objective: observe coherent bObjective: observe coherent b--b modes, pi, b modes, pi, 
sigma, continuumsigma, continuum

 Study: excite one (proton) bunch at LB, see Study: excite one (proton) bunch at LB, see 
response in all Ps and Asresponse in all Ps and As

 Type and Duration: ~4Type and Duration: ~4--8 hours total, early 8 hours total, early 
store prefered; mb several stores, mb in storesstore prefered; mb several stores, mb in stores
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Yu.Alexahin

Valishev, Stern
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6. Longitudinal Instability 6. Longitudinal Instability 

 Objective: finally find what’s the reason/nature Objective: finally find what’s the reason/nature 
of longitudinal beam blowupof longitudinal beam blowup

 Study: try few ideas Study: try few ideas –– change FB loops, detune change FB loops, detune 
cavities, move orbit in RF, etccavities, move orbit in RF, etc

 Type and Duration: several ~1Type and Duration: several ~1--2 hour attempts 2 hour attempts 
; can we excite it at 150? Need pbars?; can we excite it at 150? Need pbars?
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Bothers all since 

~2004 V.S., Yu.A.,  

John Reid 



7. e7. e--cloud in cloud in TevatronTevatron

Beam lifetime 24.4hrs 

Emittance growth 34.8/hr

Tevatron 150GeV, 116e10/30bunches

 Objective: further Objective: further undesrtandundesrtand ee--cloud cloud 
phenomena, see phenomena, see dEmmdEmm//dtdt , is it tune dependent?, is it tune dependent?

 Study: raise Study: raise uncoaluncoal beam intensity (beam intensity (mbmb # of # of 
bunches), change tunes, observe bunches), change tunes, observe EmmEmm growth growth 

 Type and Duration: several ~1Type and Duration: several ~1--2 hour attempts 2 hour attempts 
; ; mbmb with intentional vacuum worsening at A0with intentional vacuum worsening at A0

ZXL, VS, R.Zwaska, 

Bruce H

http://www-bd.fnal.gov/cgi-mach/machlog.pl?nb=tev05&action=view&page=-2495&button=yes&invert=no
http://www-bd.fnal.gov/cgi-mach/machlog.pl?nb=tev05&action=view&page=-2498&button=yes&invert=no
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8. IBS vs Vacuum vs Noise 8. IBS vs Vacuum vs Noise 

 Objective: Objective: current models have noise as a not current models have noise as a not 
yet determined parameteryet determined parameter

 Study: Study: observe evolution of beam sizes and observe evolution of beam sizes and N_pN_p
at 150 and 980 for many (12) bunch intensitiesat 150 and 980 for many (12) bunch intensities

 Type Type and Duration: two 4and Duration: two 4--hours studies : one at hours studies : one at 
150 GeV + one at FT150 GeV + one at FT
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A, VL, have very 

good models 

Shiltsev, Tollestrup, 

2004
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9. Aperture at FT9. Aperture at FT

 ObjectiveObjective: get quantitative answer on how large : get quantitative answer on how large 
is is transvesretransvesre and momentum aperture is at 980 and momentum aperture is at 980 
at Flat at Flat ––top; could be valuable for future top; could be valuable for future 
considerations considerations 

 Study: Study: ramp to FT, blowup the beam by noise ramp to FT, blowup the beam by noise 
source, see losses/lifetime; alternatively source, see losses/lifetime; alternatively –– orbit orbit 
bumpsbumps

 Type Type and Duration: one 2and Duration: one 2--4 hours study 4 hours study 
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10: OTR Mystery10: OTR Mystery
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 Objective: understand why turn 1 and turn 2 Objective: understand why turn 1 and turn 2 
OTR sizes were so different, compare with IPMsOTR sizes were so different, compare with IPMs

 Study: inject,Study: inject, two (3) turns, extracttwo (3) turns, extract
 Type and Duration: one ~ 2hours study Type and Duration: one ~ 2hours study 

Scarpine, Lumpkin, 

Jansson



11. ODR test to see  11. ODR test to see  BeamBeam--size Effectssize Effects
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Courtesy of C.-Y. Yao and A. Lumpkin
Lumpkin, Sen

 Objective: can we detect ODR image and make Objective: can we detect ODR image and make 
sense of it? Use SL or modifysense of it? Use SL or modify OTR stationOTR station

 Study: bring SL or OTR mirror close to beam Study: bring SL or OTR mirror close to beam 
(150 or 980),(150 or 980), pickup ODR, measure IR imagepickup ODR, measure IR image

 Type and Duration: oneType and Duration: one ~ 2~ 2--4 hours study 4 hours study 



12. Electron Beam Profile  Scanner 
R.Thuran Keup

Electron Beam

Proton Beam

Electron Beam

Proton Beam

Electrons above
Protons

Electrons below
Protons

• The Tevatron beam would provide a test bed for an electron scanner at proton energies and 
intensities similar to Project X, and in a similar physical environment

SNS Electron Profile Scanner

Scan of electron beam 
showing deflection from 
protons

 Objective: test eObjective: test e--profilerprofiler by by strong field in strong field in TeVTeV
 Study: install Study: install egunegun and and equipm’tequipm’t; see effect; see effect
 Type and Duration: oneType and Duration: one ~ 2~ 2--4 hours study 150 4 hours study 150 
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The ListThe List
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